June 5, 1951

with John Dauvoie.

Went to Sammy to check on Bila spawning. They are ripe. G. Zions appear to be present except of Pantastus.

Collected a few Bila at 7 1/2-3 miles above mouth of Rio Guadalupe.

Angling w/ fly, mouth 475 W67 1740.

Picked up a striped bass 1 mile below mouth of Rio Guadalupe. Ears 5700.5°F. 10'15' Claus. Mostly bare red sandstone with outlined junipers.

Found 2 DOR redinches. One normal, the other somewhat the body damaged. There was considerable difference in color. The lighter was red sand. The other was very much deeper red and had more pronounced streaks on the scales.
Mr. M. Sandoral Co., near Zuni Pueblo
June 5, 1951
W V K + J. Donohoe

*Notrophiis t. taeniatus* (Hallowell)

ca. 4½ feet